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Expressions are given in terms of simple matrices d for the reduction of the Kronecker (outer) product of 
two or more irreducible representations which can be characterized by Young patterns. These are then 
used to obtain practical formulas for branching rules. The needed matrices d can be constructed by a very 
efficient recursive process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The effective use of group theoretical methods in 
atomic and nuclear shell model calculations requires 
that the many-particle states be classified according 
to the irreducible representations (IR) of the unitary 
group and its subgroups. 1 These IR may conveniently 
be labeled by their permutation symmetry in terms of 
Young patterns. 2 The knowledge of the relevant branch
ing rules appropriate to the subgroup chain under 
consideration is usually needed at some step in the 
calculations. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that considerable 
effort has been expended in finding practical ways of 
determining these branching rules, and numerous 
tabulations are available. 3 The plethysm of S functions 
has been used to obtain branching rules, 4 but except 
for simple cases the procedure becomes cubersome. 5 

The problem of calculating branching rules and the 
resolution of the Kronecker (outer) product can be 
Simplified greatly if advantage is taken of the systematic 
decomposition of Young patterns into their completely 
symmetric or antisymmetric components. The simpli
city gained thereby allows us to obtain the resolution of 
the KroneCker (outer) product of more than two patterns 
directly, which becomes an essential part in the evalu
ation of branching rules. 

Our method is applicable to any set of subgroups 
whose IR can be labeled by Young patterns, and 
furthermore it is well suited for desk top calculations. G 

2. NOTATION 

We denote by [A 1n the partition 

'\ + -\ + ., . + \ = n , A1 > -\ (1) 

of the integer n. With this partition [AJn we associate in 
the usual manner7 a Young pattern with A1 boxes in the 
first row, A2 boxes in the second row, ... , etc. We say 
that a paTtition [J..l]n is of lower sy mmetry than [A]n if 
the first nonzero difference (Il t - ,I) is negative. This 
allows us to order the p(n) partitions of n in order 
of decreasing symmetry, such that if i ;. i, than [A l~ is 
of lower symmetry than [A 1;. In what follows we denote 
by A~i the number of boxes in row s of partition number 
i. 

a1Work supported by U. S. National Science Foundation. 

We denote by [A]i the partition conjugate of [A]~ 
obtained from [A]i by interchanging rows and columns. 

3. DECOMPOSITION OF PATTERNS 

In this section we introduce the decomposition of 
patterns into their completely symmetric or anti
symmetric components. 

With each pattern [A]i we associate an antisymmetric 
factor pattern A([A]i) such that 

A([A]7)=[1J:1i1X[1X2i1x" • x [1l:'1i), 

For example, if [A 17 = [ 43221], then 

(2) 

(3) 

The products on the right are the Kronecker (outer) 
products of pattern multiplication which can be evaluated 
using Littlewood's rules. 7 

Given a pattern [A]i we may set up the system of 
linear equations 

P<n) 

A([Alj)=t1dr.[Al~, j=i,i+l, ... ,p(Il), (4) 

or inversely, 
P(n ) 

[Aj~=L:c;/A([A1j), I<=i,i+l, ... ,p(nl, (5) 
J =1 

where 

is the cofactor of the matrix element rl;-: . 
As an example we give in Fig. 1 the matrices d7; 

and c~y for n = 5. 

In complete analogy with the above we can associate 
with each pattern [ At a symmetric factor pattern 
S([Al?l such that 

S([A1i)=[A1i ]x[-\il x ' . ·X[Ani ]. (7) 

For example, if jAj?=[43221], then 

S([A17)=SV)= ITIJJ x aD x CD x CD XD' (8) 

Again we may set up the system of equations 

(9) 

or inversely, 
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d~: 
IJ 

[ 11111] 

[2111] -1 

[221] 0 -1 

[311] 2 1 -1 

[32] 2 2 0 

[41] 3 3 3 2 1 -1 

[5] 4 5 6 5 4 -2 

i 

[AJ~=6c~l 5([A]7), k = 1,2, ... ,i. (10) 
;=1 

If we adhere to the convention that whenever we use 
antisymmetric decomposition we order the patterns 
in order of decreasing symmetry, while when using 
symmetric decomposition we order them in order of 
increasing symmetry, we obtain the result 

c7.f = cZ;, and d~ = dj; , (11) 

which allows us to drop the superscripts 5 and A from 
here on. 

Since all our results are expressed in terms of the 
matrices C i} and d ij we summarize in the Appendix some 
of their properties and giver dS well a recursion rela
tion for the matrix d i }. 

4. RESOLUTION OF THE KRONECKER (OUTER) 
PRODUCT 

For arbitrary [A]7 and [A]i we have 
Pin) p(m) 

[A]nX[A]~=(L{c".A([A]~)X(6 c~IA([A]T)). (12) 
t 1 k=t t l =j J 

The A1k + All factors in the product 

[1 X1k ] X ' , , x [1 -;:).lk ] x [1 Xu] x ' , • x [1 'l:).11] (13) 

result from the decomposition of the pattern [A ];+m, 
where 

A;;m = A;. + A;'l, S = 1, 2, •. , ,max(X~k' ;.~). (14) 

Therefore, 

(15) 

where 

(16) 

gives the number of times the pattern [A];+m is contained 
in [A]7 x [A]; . 

This result can be easily generalized to the case 
where there are more than two factors in the product, 
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FIG. 1. Matrices lllJ and 
Clf for n= 5, 

-1 
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3 3 -4 

[ A]~ 1 X [ A]n2 x ' , , x [ A r' 
q 12 t, 

(17) 

where 

(18) 

It should be noted that the use of Eq, (18) for Rt
1i 2"'i, 

involves considerably less computation than the 
repeated use of Eq. (16) if the number of factors in 
Eq. (17) is greater than two. 

5. BRANCHING RULES 

The use of canonical subgroup chains greatly 
simplifies the calculation f)f branching rules. For 
example, the branching rules for the chain 

U(N):::lU(N-1):::l'oo :::lU(1) (19) 

are given by the "betweenness" conditions8 of Weyl's 
branching theorem. However the physically relevant 
subgroup chains are determined by the symmetries of 
the physical problem and seldom coincide with a 
canonical chain. Therefore, we consider below the 
branching rule problem for an arbitrary subgroup chain. 

Let G and H be two arbitrary subgroups of the full 
linear group such that G :=; H. To obtain the branching 
rules for G:::l H we shall assume that the IR's of 
H contained in the totally antisymmetric IR of G are 
known; that is, we assume that the coefficient a,h are 
known in 

(20) 

where [11] is a totally antisymmetric IR of G and [A]~ 
are IR of H. 

Then 

=6c7} 6 ax, hI' •• a Xh [Al~ 
} h,h2 ,,,h)., j ).,))., 1 

X'''X[A]~ • 
).1 

(21) 
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Introducing Eq. (17) into Eq. (21) we get 

[AJn=6S~[J.iJ' 
t q ~ II , 

where 

S~= 
I 

h 1h2• .. h"l 

(22) 

(23) 

gives the number of times the IR [J.i J' of H is contained 
in the IR [AJ~ of G. • 

In general, Eq. (22) can be simplifed further by using 
modification rules appropr iate to the subgroup H. 

6. SPECIAL CASES 

A. Two column patterns 

_ Assurpe that [AJ~ is such athat A~i = 0 for s > 2 while 
A~i '" ° '" ~i' It is clear that in this case 

d7j=0 forj>i and d7j =1 forj~i, 

which in turn means that 

.n _ ( )i+j I dn 1-" " Cij-~ - ji ~Vij-vi+U· 

Introducing this into Eq. (5) we get 

[AJ> [1 ~1iJ x [1 X2i]_ [1 ~li+l] x [1).2i -
1

]. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

This formula is useful in atomic spectroscopy where 
the electron being a fermion of spin ~ requires that the 
spatial symmetry of a many-electron wavefunction be 
described by a two-columned pattern. 

B. Two-rowed patterns 

Assume that [A]~ is such that A~i = 0 for s> 2 while 
A~i '" 0 '" ~i' It is clear that for this case Eqs. (24) and 
(25) hold. Introducing Eq. (25) into Eq. (10) we get 

(27) 

This formula is useful when dealing with SU(3) since all 
the patterns in this case are at most two rowed. In 
Elliot's language9 

(A/l)=(A+ 1f,0)x(IJ-,0)-(A+ /l+1,0)x(Il-1,0). (28) 

The product of two SU(3) representations is easily 
expressed in terms of the appropriate d matrices, 

R~ = 6 c~ cmdn+m 
1"j k=l,i lk jl I"q 

1 =1,j 

APPENDIX 

We summarize below the main properties of the 
matrices C~j and d7j : 

(1) c7j =(-)i+j ld7il, (A1) 

(2) d7j =c7j =0 forj>i, (A2) 

(3) d7i=c7i=1 fori=l, ... ,p(n), (A3) 
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(4) d7j~0 fori,j=l, ... ,p(n), 

(5) Tr(D) = Tr(C) =p(n), 

(6) Det(D)=Det(C) = 1, 
p(n) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(7) 6C7j=0 for i=1,2, ... , [p(n)-l], (A7) 
jOl 

(8) both the matrix elements c7j and d7j are integers. 

The matrix d7j may be obtained directly from its 
definition in Eqs. (4) and (9); however, in practice 
it is more convenient to build the necessary matrix 
elements from the recursion relation we give below. 
This is particularly important for the matrix d7J since 
normally only a few matrix elements are needed. 

Let [A]7 and [A]j be partitions of the integers nand m 
respectively, with say n> m. If 

(A8) 

then the set of positive integers (A~i - A;j) form a parti
tion of the integer n - m which we denote by [Ai - Aj In- m. 

For n - m = 3, e. g. , the numbers ~i - A~ = 210000 
or 020010 both define the same partition [21]~=2' We 
define 

(A9) 
otherwise, 

then the following recursion relation holds, 

dn = t H([A)n [AJ~-"i.lj' [ii. 1j J)dn-"i. u 
jk }'=1 '" J" xJ' , 

(AlO) 

where x is the index of the partition of n - Xlj obtained 
by removing the first column of partition number j. 
If x labels a one- or two-columned pattern, the 
recursive process has come to an end since then clearly 
dn- X1 ' -1 

xj' J - • 

For most applications in nuclear physics where the 
space symmetry is restricted to patterns of four 
columns or less the calculation of d;k using (AlO) will 
require at most two steps. 
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